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Abstract. - The anisotropy of fee (111) FefNi
and Fe/€?i/Fe layers is investigated. The films
exhibit an oscillating behavior of the preferential
magnet~zationdirection depending on whether the
surface layer is Ni or Fe. Anisotropy fields are
obtained from polar and perpendicular Kerr hysteresis loops and yield a comparatively small
perpendicMlar Fe/Ni interface anisotropy of about
0.15 mJ/m2. The real-space origin of the interface anisotropy is the interlayer hybridization of
the yz, zx, and z2 orbitals.

tropy is caused by the spin-dependent one-electron
potential V, which obeys the symmetry of the magnet and affects the motion of the electrons [8]- [ 101.
In 3d metals, the leading mechanism is anisotropic
interatomichopping.
A common numerical approach is to calculate the
anisotropy from perturbative band-structure expressions such as

Index terms - interface anisotropy, ultrathin
films, Kerr hysteresis

where o and U denote occupied and unoccupied
band-structure levels [l], [3], [ll]- 1131. However, those demanding and time-consuming calculations are at the expense of physical transparency. Here we will discuss the problem of 3d interface
anisotropy from a more qualitative point of view.

I. INTRODUCTION
Magnetic anisotropy, that is the dependence of the
magnetic energy on the magnetization direction, is a
property of major scientific and technological
interest, In ultrathin films, surface and interface
anisotropies are non-negligible and often dominate
the bulk contributions [l] - [5].A key question is
the explanation and prediction of the magnetic
anisotropy from the atomic structure and the d-band
filling of the atoms involved. Fe/Ni films are interesting because they serve as a tool to study interface
anisotropies between different 3d elements [6],[7].
As discussed in Ref. [6],by thermal evaporation
(MBE) it is possible to produce well characterized
films where intermixing (interface alloying) between
Fe and Ni is negligible.
Key features of the metallic 3d anisotropy are the
comparatively weak spin-orbit coupling, the itinerant character of the magnetic electrons, and the nontrivial involvement of subband densities of states
(DOS). Basically, on has to diagonalize the oneelectron band-structureHamiltonian

SE(@)= - A2C Q, U

<olC.a(e)lw ~ t i 1 L .(@)IO>
2
Eu - Eo

(2)

11. E X P E R I M E N T A L RESULTS

A variety of ultrathi
layers on a W( 110) s
thermal evaporation
neto-optical Kerr (MOKE) angle and ellipticity measurements are used to obtain polar and longitudinal
hysteresis loops, Figure 1 shows typical film profiles
and hysteresis loops for in-plane and perpendicular
magnetization directions. In this example 9 mono-

--

The last term, where & = - i (rx a/&) and s^ = &/2
are (dimensionless) orbital angular momentum and
-0,3 -0,Z -0,l 0,O 0,1 0,2
spin operators, respectively, describes the spin-orbit
held at sample (T)
interaction. For the late 36 elements, h G 40 meV.
a)
The atomic spin-orbit coupling, that is the magnetostatic interaction of the spin with the electron's
own orbital moment, is isotropic, because there is Fig. 1. Layer profiles and Kerr magnetization curves of
no unique quantization axis in free atoms. Aniso- Fe/Ni magnets: (a) perpendicular and (b) in-plane.
Manuscript received October 16,1997.
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layers (ML) of Ni have been deposited on 1 ML Ni
on W(110), which was annealed at 900 K for
several minutes [6].
The almost square loop measured parallel to the
film shows that the preferential magnetization
direction lies in the film plane. An additional atomic
layer of Fe leads to a transition from easy-plane to
perpendicular anisotropy, as indicated by the square
loop in the perpendicular direction. The important
point is that a cap layer of Ni reverses this transition
and turns the preferential magnetization direction
back in the film plane. In other words, for a fairly
wide range of layer thicknesses the preferential
magnetization direction is in-plane or perpendicular, depending on whether the respective surface
layer consists of Ni or Fe.
Starting from relations such as PoHACi Qti =:
2X Ks - yoxi Q2ti and analyzing the anisotropy
fields (HA) in terms of the Fe and Ni layer thicknesses ti the Fe/Ni interface anisotropy is investigated. The slopes of the magnetization curves and
the reorientation transitions (HA= 0) yield the anisotropy estimate KEe/Ni = 0'15 &.,1Od/m2, whereas
the difference KF~/UHV- K N i / m V is of order 0.6
mTlm2. Thus, the Fe/Ni interface gives rise to a
comparatively small perpendicular anisotropy.
111, THEORETICAL
INTERPRETATION
From the Schrodinger equation for spherical
potentials one obtains five atomic 3d wave functions
characterized by quantum numbers n = 3, 1 = 2,
and m. A particular feature of magnetic anisotropy
is the individual involvement of the five 3d
sublevels, whereas metallic 3d moments can be
estimated from the total density of states. There
exist two sets of atomic wave functions [141. The 4dependence of rad wave functions I p , such as
Ixy>, is given by factors sin (mg-m+,), whereas
comvlex wave functions I+m> exhibit an
exp i+im+) dependence. Each set of wave functions
is orthonormal and complete, but averages such as
= <$lL,l$> are zero and nonzero for real and
complex wave functions, respectively. This means
that real wave functions, which are also known as
quenched orbitals or standing waves, do not contribute to the anisotropy.
The real or complex nature of atomic wave
functions is determined by the competition between
crystal-field and spin-orbit interactions. Real wave
functions can reduce their energy by adapting
themselves to the crystal environment, whereas
complex running-wave orbitals are favorable from
the point of view of spin-orbit interaction. In 3d
magnets, the hopping and crystal-field interactions
dominate, and the wave functions are largely

quenched. The spin-orbit coupling merely acts as a
perturbation and yields a small admixture of
running-wave character and some anisotropy.

A. Band-fillingdependence
Due to quenching, one has to interpret itinerant
anisotropy in terms of real 3d orbitals. There are
two types of orbitals: the 'in-plane' xy and x2-y2 orbitals, and the 'out-of-plane' yz, zx, and z2 orbitals
(Fig, 2). In monolayers; and at surfaces, the interatomic hopping between in-plane orbitals is more
pronounced than that between out-of-plane orbitals.
As a consequence, the x,y and x2-y2 subband widths
W p are largest and the states at the top and at the
bottom of the t and J subbands have in-plane
character. In lowest order [ 151, this rule determines
the subband fillings as a function of the number n of
3d electrons.
The total anisotropy is obtained by adding all pair
contributions [I], [3], In general, both t and J.
subbands need to be considered, although the leading interaction is that between J electrons. The spinorbit interaction betweein two .1 levels I p and lp'>
yields a perpendicular anisotropy contribution for
Im'l = Iml but an easy-plane contribution for Im'l =
Im-c 1I, Since spin-space rotations by an angle 6 = 3c
corresponds to real-space rotations by an angle 012
= n/2, the reverse is true when the two levels are
occupied by electrons of op osite spin [l].
For example, the relation = - i M g means that
xy and x2-y2 states can reduce their energy by spin
orbit coupling if the spin is perpendicular to the
surface. Since the states at the top of the band have
xy and x2-y2 character, nearly filled bands (n > 9.5)
yield perpendicular anisotropy. Unfortunately, NiCu surface and interface anisotropies are difficult to
measure due to an unfavorable signahnoise ratio.
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Fig. 2. Overlap of 3d orbitals in monolayer films:
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As a crude rule, Ni and CO exhibit easy-plane
surface anisotropies, whereas the anisotropy contribution of Fe is often, but not always, perpendicular [l], [4], [5],[15]. In the case of Ni, the anisotropy is determined by the strong easy-plane contribution of the out-of-plane & bands. Note that a
similar dependence is obtained from the quasimolecular diatomic pair model [3].

standing character. Note, howeve
dependent shift of th
gravity [l], [16] mo
the present explanationis rather qualit

111. C O N C L U S I O N S

vestigated the anisoIn conclusion, we hav
tropy of Fe/Ni interfaces. Kerr measur
an interface anisotropy of order 0.15 mJlm2. AnaB. Interface anisotropy
lyzing3d subbands in terms of nearest neighbor
The only structural information considered until geometriesyields the rule that the magnitudes of 3d
now is that the number of in-plane neighbors surface and interface anisotropies are
exceeds that of out-of-plane neighbors. This gives a the magnitudes of free
fair description of the band-filling behavior of the ever, for interfaces cont '
anisotropy in terms of nearest-neighbor numbers mechanism yields zero
and lattice constants. In particular, according to (2) leading mechanism is
anisotropy scales as l/W, and anisotropy is largest overlapping 3d subban
for narrow subbands. Since Wp increases with the
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